
DESCRIPTION  
OF THE 

"STUNT SHOW" 
"LIVE"/120 MINUTES 

(+ "Superbikers" Motorcycle Racing: +60 min.s) 
[Grand Total: 120 minutes]  

All stunts, "never before attempted"… Anywhere in 'the World!'  

'Live' "Stunt List"

  

#1. We will open 'our' show with a "Building-to-building (B-T-B) motorcycle (m/c) jump by 3 (three) 
riders, "side-by-side", only inches apart.  (The Fox Network based a whole 1-hour 'special' on a single-
rider B-T-B jump that did not

 

even 'break' "Super Joe" Reed's existing record.)  (16 million homes 
'tuned in.)  And, 2 (two) women

 

will perform 'the stunt' with "Super Joe".  'The only' male/female 
"combo" daredevil team, in the World'!  (3-stories high!) 

 

#2. The World's first "vertical leap", 'straight-up' off a 'half pipe' take-off ramp, and jumping up to a 
5-story high platform.  Targeting a 25' x 30' boxed-shaped nylon net, with a padded floor.  Stunt cyclist 
will attempt an ‘up-right’ landing inside the ‘boxed’ net.  There will be nothing between the platform 
(height), and 'the ground' (concrete floor). [Rider may attempt jump/leap… while set totally "on fire!"] 

 

#3. A 2-rider

 

(1-male/1-female) "criss cross" (simultaneous) B-T-B m/c jump.  (3-stories high off 
'the ground!' (concrete floor).  (We'll keep trying this stunt until executed as adverti sed - riders passing 
by each other, in mid-flight, right between the buildings.) 

 

#4. A fourth consecutive, 'new' "World Record" stunt.  Never before attempted for any

 

'live' T.V. 
Special, (major) motion picture, or 'Live' performance act.  A "vertical leap", 'straight down', from 7 
stories, to a 'half-pipe' landing ramp.  A total, 'free -fall' attempt, with no: nets, cables, padding or catch 
apparatus, of any kind.  [Rider may attempt jump/leap… while set "on fire"!] 

 

Just added- "Superbikers" on/off road motorcycle racing:  

'Combining' every form of popular m/c racing, on dirt & pavement, in one race, on the lightest, most 
powerful m/c's in the World.  (Combining: Supercross/Motocross/Arenacross, road racing, flat 
track/TT, trials, Enduro/Desert/Grand Prix off-road, drag racing, freestyle mx, etc.).  

"Superbikers" racing - will entertain as well as 'fill-up' our 'Live' telecast, with exciting racing action in 
between the "rigging" and 'set-ups' of the specialized 'stunts'.  

"History of Daredevils" 
"Highlights" - ("Pre-taped segments" - enough to fill 2-hours +, if needed.)  

Male and Female Daredevils

  

"The World's" only, female, (motorcycle) daredevils, performing stunts, 'equal' to that of a man!  In no 
other sport, or competition, the World over, do men and women perform on a 'level' "playing field".  
Not in basketball, tennis, or track and field, do 'they' compete, ‘head-to-head’.  In 'our' World Record 
stunt "attempts", the guys and gals… could die, side-by-side.  In any sport, or motor sport, females 
either can not, or are not allowed to compete.  In our form of entertainment they jump and fly, as 
"champions!"…  Together.

 


